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Kids studying abroad? 
don’t let them have all the fun!

With the tough economic times and few jobs available on the horizon, having your child study abroad in a 
safe haven like Australia or New Zealand has become increasingly popular.  Not only does your child get the 
amazing opportunity of international travel, he/she gets to enhance their studies with unique educational 
experiences.  

The staff at DUE will handcraft a customized itinerary, offering the family a meaningful experience based on 
the locales where their child is studying, as well as to other destinations should they wish an extended trip. 
The team is intimately familiar with the locations they recommend because they personally visit each spot 
on a regular basis. It allows the students and their families an opportunity to expand their overall knowledge 
about a country like New Zealand together, and can lead to an unforgettable experience.

sample trips for you and your study abroad student:

Ultimate Outdoor Adventure Vacation in New Zealand from $3299 per person.
Queenstown, Glaciers and Rotorua – Bungy jumping, glacier hikes and rafting

Luxury Highlights of New Zealand and Australia from $6199 per person.
Queenstown, Auckland, Sydney, Melbourne – Milford Sound, Wildlife Adventure, Opera House

book a trip to new Zealand and australia before 12/31/12 and your study abroad student 
receives a free jetboat ride in Queenstown or a free bonza bike tour in sydney with a 
minimum of two additional travelers booked.
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New Zealand is a miracle of geology-- a verdant and varied continent compressed into two small islands. Epic 
landscapes intertwine. Glaciers slide through rainforest. Mountains trap the ocean into fjords and sounds. 
Vineyard rows lead down to the windswept beach. Jaw-dropping natural beauty Incredible outdoor activities 
Terrific fine wines No matter your pace, New Zealand is an adventure. Even the beaten path here is not so 
beaten. There is top-flight wine, world-class golf and enough awe-inspiring outdoor activities to fill weeks, 
months and years. The country is perfect for adrenaline junkies, foodies and a wide range of travelers in 
between. It’s easy to find a place, alone from the crowds to take in or take on the natural wonders. 

adventure Capital of the World.  From bungy jumping to heli-hiking to white water rafting, New Zealand 
offers non-stop adrendaline pumping activities for the weekend warrior and hard core outdoors type. Stop 
off and hike one the glaciers on South Island.

Wine tasting.  New Zealand is home to some of the most amazing, small production wineries in the world 
from Marlborough to Hawke’s Bay. 

geo-thermal sites.  While exploring the North Island of New Zealand, travelers are amazed by the hot 
springs, boiling mud and geyser activities.  Couple it with a relaxing hike at Lake Taupo and you have a 
wonderful experience.

maori Culture.  How about trying a Hangi Feast with a unique Maori Cultural experience?  New Zealand is 
home to the Maori who have a rich heritage.


